Abstract. With the development of the precision guidance technology, the earth-penetrating weapon (EPW) is a huge threat to infrastructures. The objective of this research is to investigate the damage characteristics of mass concrete targets under the combined action of penetration and explosion. The validity of the penetration model is discussed by reproducing a previous experimental test reported in the literature. Meanwhile, a field test about the internal explosion in a concrete cube is conducted to verify the validity of the internal explosion model. Subsequently, damage characteristics of a mass concrete target from the upper part of a concrete gravity dam are discussed when subjected to the combined action of the penetration and explosion. In order to improve the structural performance of the mass concrete target to penetration and explosion loadings, high strength concrete material is selected as a preventive measure. Penetration processes and damage patterns of the mass target with normal and high strength concrete material are compared. Then, three internal explosion models are presented to investigate the influence of the initial penetration damage on the failure characteristics of the mass concrete target. The results show that the resistance of the mass target to the combined action of the penetration and explosion can be enhanced significantly by using the high strength concrete material. The initial penetration damage has a significant influence on the damage processes of the mass concrete target subjected to internal blast loading.
Introduction
With the development of the precision guided earth-penetrating weapon (EPW), hitting accuracy, drilling depth and destructive power have been improved significantly. For example, a conventional EPW named GBU-37 (contains nearly 300 kg of the high explosive), which is guided by the Global Positioning System, can penetrate 6 m of concrete or 30 m of soil before it explodes [1] . Very high accuracy increases the abilities of these weapons to destroy the shallow harden targets. The safety of important infrastructures such as the military facilities, airfield runways, underground targets, and high dams, is facing an increasingly serious threat when subjected to the attack of EPW. Therefore, it is very important to protect the structures against the combined action of the EPW penetration and explosion, which has gained great attention in recent decades [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
According to different detonation mediums, there are mainly three blasting ways, i.e., air explosion [7] [8] [9] , underwater explosion [9] [10] [11] [12] , and penetration explosion [13, 14] . Many researchers have conducted comprehensive experimental and numerical investigations related to air or underwater explosion effects on civil structures. However, the corresponding studies of structures subjected to the penetration explosion are limited. This is probably because of the complex processes of the penetration explosion. The penetration processes include the interaction between penetrator and solid medium, shock wave propagation, and penetration damage evolution. After the rapid penetration, the projectile will be detonated in the structure, including the initial penetration damage. It involves the explosion, shock wave and detonation products-structure (including initial penetration damage) interaction, and damage propagation. Hence a sophisticated numerical model considering the combined effects of the penetration and explosion is required to enable more realistic reproduction.
Just for the penetration processes, many researchers have carried out considerable research on the impact theory [15] , experimental tests [16, 17] and numerical simulations [18] . It should be noted that the aforementioned research objectives are mainly focused on concrete slabs or blocks. Few studies have focused their attention on the damage characteristics of the mass concrete structures subjected to high-velocity impact loading.
Due to the complexity of the damage prediction of concrete structures under the attack of EPW, penetration effects are generally ignored [19] [20] [21] [22] . There are usually two treatments: (1) the explosives are hypothetically buried in the concrete structures, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . For example, Lu et al. [19] used a fully coupled numerical model to simulate the response of a buried concrete structure induced by underground blast loading. Fan et al. [20] employed both the SPH and the state-based peridynamics to simulate soil fragmentation/ejection subjected to the blast of buried explosives. ( 2) The charge is placed at the bottom of the prefabricated borehole in the concrete structures, and the borehole is not blocked, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . For example, Lai et al. [21] conducted the explosion tests of ultra-high performance concrete columns with TNT explosives embedded at different depths. Wang et al. [22] numerically investigated the failure modes and ejection behavior of concrete materials subjected to internal blast loading based on SPH processor. However, the influence of the initial penetration damage (Fig. 1(c) ) on the failure characteristics of targets to internal explosion has not been considered, which may affect the reliability of the numerical simulation results. In this contribution, we present a numerical approach to predict the failure characteristics of concrete structures subjected to the combined action of the penetration and explosion. The coupled SPH-Lagrange algorithm, which is used to describe the penetration processes of a high-velocity projectile, is validated by reproducing a previous experimental test reported in the literature. An internal explosion field test in a concrete cube specimen is implemented to validate the internal explosion model. Damage characteristics of the mass concrete target (from the upper part of a concrete gravity dam) under the combined action of the penetration and explosion are described. The penetration processes and damage patterns of the mass target with normal and high strength concrete materials are compared. Three internal explosion models are employed to discuss the influence of the initial penetration damage on the failure characteristics of the mass concrete target subjected to internal explosion.
SPH basic principles
An accurate numerical method, which is used to simulate the behavior of concrete structures under impact or blast loadings, requires three basic components: appropriate numerical techniques, a set of constitutive models, and material parameters input to the constitutive models [23] . The Lagrangian technique has the advantage of reducing the computational cost and can correctly describe the material interfaces. However, the calculation time steps will become small and the computation efficiency will decrease when the materials undergo large deformations or high velocity distorts. Compared with the traditional numerical method based on grids, the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method can effectively simulate the large deformation for continuous materials, such as disintegration and fragmentation, and can guarantee calculation accuracy without remeshing. Hence, the SPH method is employed to analyze the damage processes and failure mechanism of the mass concrete target under the combined action of impact and blast loadings.
The formulation of SPH
SPH method uses a kernel approximation, which is based on randomly distributed interpolation points without assuming about which points are neighbors, to calculate spatial derivatives [24] , as shown in Fig. 2 .
Fig. 2. SPH interacting with SPH
The particle will interact with other particles that are within a given distance (usually defined to be 2ℎ) from it, ℎ is the smoothing length. The interaction between particle and surrounding particles is weighted by the smoothing function ( − ′, ℎ). Based on the above principle, if we know the values of the surrounding particles , then, the value of a continuous function, or its derivative can be calculated at any particle , by employing the following kernel estimates:
where the angle bracket ⟨⟩ represents the kernel approximation operator. is the smoothing kernel function and should satisfy three conditions as follows:
where represents the position of the particle. is a constant defining the support domain of the smoothing function. ( ) is the Dirac delta function. The SPH hydrodynamic formulation with material strength can be described as:
where is the mass of particle and is the density. The sum calculation involves all the SPH particles in the support domain. is the stress and marks velocity. Π is the artificial viscosity, aiming to avoid unphysical oscillations. is the internal energy.
The stress tensor in Eqs. (6-7) consists of two parts: viscous shear stress and isotropic pressure :
The Jaumann rate is employed for the deviatoric stress rate to obtain the material frame in different strain rate:
where is the shear modulus, and is the Kronecker tensor. The strain rate tensor can be defined as:
The rotation rate tensor can be defined as:
The SPH particle approximation of and are as follows: Fig. 3 shows how the Lagrange grids interact with the SPH particles. The larger broken circle and smaller broken circle around Lagrange node represent the support region of SPH particles and background particle. When the distance between the particles and nodes is smaller than 2ℎ (two times the smoothing length), the contact between Lagrange elements and SPH particles will happen. Lagrange grids in the support domain of SPH particle will be treated as background particles. The background particles properties are consistent with those of the corresponding Lagrange nodes, but the background particles will be treated as neighbors of SPH particle . The contact force vector between Lagrange nodes and SPH particles is estimated in the same way as the particles to particles interaction algorithm [25] . The definition of contact potential (x i ):
SPH-Lagrange interaction
where NCONT is defined as the neighbor particles which belong to another body to particle . is SPH kernel function. If and belong to the same body, and ( − ) = 0. marks the distance between different particles, and Δ represents the average value of the smoothing length. In Fig. 3 , for particle , NCONT = 3. The contact force will be calculated based on nodes , , . and are user-defined parameters, and marks contact stiffness penalty. The body force is estimated as the gradient of the potential:
The contact force can be calculated as:
The SPH approximation of the gradient of the contact potential determines the direction of the contact force.
For SPH particles, the contact force is implemented in the momentum equation:
and for Lagrange nodes, the contact force is treated as the external force in the dynamic equation:
where is the acceleration of Lagrange node, and is velocity, is displacement. is the mass matrix of the system, is damping matrix and is stiffness matrix.
Material model and equation of state

Concrete
The dynamic properties of the concrete material are evidently different from its static properties. It has been validated that both the compressive and tensile strength of the concrete material are closely related to the strain rate. At high strain rate, the strength of concrete material improves significantly, but the effect of strain rate for tensile and compressive strength is also different [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Compressive strength can be increased by 100 %, tensile strength even increased to 600 % [26, 28] . The values of compressive strain-rate exponent are 0.032 and 0.009 for normal and high strength concrete, respectively.
b
The values of tensile strain-rate exponent are 0.036 and 0.0125 for normal and high strength concrete, respectively.
The dynamic behavior of the concrete material induced by blast or impact loading is a complex nonlinear and rate-dependent process. In 1993, Johnson and Holmquist [31] constructed a brittle damage model for concrete material. Based on the HJC model, Riedel et al. [32] developed RHT model. The constitutive model can describe the characteristics of the concrete material behavior at a high strain rate, and has been widely employed by researchers to simulate the dynamic response of concrete-like materials under impact or blast loading [18, 25, 33, 34] . The main parameters for the concrete RHT model are shown in Table 1 .
Explosive
The explosives are typically described by using Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) [35] equation of state. The JWL equation of state describes the pressure generated by chemical energy in an explosion. It can be written in the form:
where is hydrostatic pressure; is the specific volume; is specific internal energy; , , , , are material constants. is the detonation velocity. When the blasting powders are TNT, according to the explosive manual, the aforesaid parameters are respectively = 6930 m/s. 
Validation tests
Validation of penetration model
A penetration experiment tested by Forrestal et al. [36] is reproduced using the presented SPH-Lagrange coupling algorithm. In this test, a projectile with high velocity was fired into a 1.52 m long and 1.37 m wide concrete cylinder (Fig. 4) . The compressive strength of the concrete target is 23 MPa, and the shear modulus is 13 GPa. Other common parameters for the RHT model are shown in Table 1 . The steel projectile has an ogive nose of caliber-radius-head (CRH) 3.0 (Fig. 5 ). An 83-mm-diameter smooth-bore powder gun launched the projectile to strike the concrete target at a speed of 332 m/s. The mass of the projectile is 13 kg. A single-channel acceleration data recorder is structurally mounted within the projectile. Hence, the deceleration process during the penetration event can be recorded. The SPH-Lagrange interaction algorithm is employed to reproduce the penetration processes of the projectile. Because both the mass loss and the deformation of the projectile are negligible [36, 37] , the penetrator is treated as a rigid body. The Lagrange method is used to model the high-velocity projectile, and the SPH method is employed to simulate the damage processes of the cylindrical concrete target under impact loading. Due to the symmetry of the model, 1/4 model is adopted for this numerical model to reduce the computation cost, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The concrete target consists of 160000 particles, and the particle size is 15 mm. 6 shows the comparisons of the projectile velocity and displacement versus time between the experimental test and numerical simulation. It can be seen that the trends of both the velocity-time curves and displacement-time curves calculated in this paper show a good agreement with the experiment test. Although the calculated penetration duration is a little longer than that from the test, the penetration depth shown in the graph represents a good approximation for this problem. The penetration depths from the experimental test and numerical simulation are 0.96 m and 1.04 m, respectively.
The final damage profiles of the cylindrical concrete target obtained from the experimental test and numerical simulation are shown in Fig. 7 . It can be found that the occurring crack profile matches reasonably well with the experimental results. Many radial cracks develop from the crater to the free cylindrical surface. The average sizes of the carter diameter from the experimental test and numerical simulation are approximately 0.80 m and 0.75 m, respectively. By comparing the current results with the experiment test, it may be concluded that the SPH-Lagrange coupling model can predict effectively the penetration processes of concrete material under high-velocity impact. 
Internal blast test and numerical validation
An experimental test about the internal explosion in a concrete cube is constructed to validate the internal explosion model. For the convenience of transportation, the concrete cube is placed in a steel reinforcement cage (Fig. 8(a) ). The dimensions of the concrete cube and the location of the explosives are given in Fig. 8(b) . The dimensions of the concrete cube are 1.0 m×1.0 m×1.0 m. The diameter and length of the prefabricated borehole are 60 mm and 600 mm, respectively. The prefabricated borehole is filled with compact sand. Cylindrical TNT explosives are employed in the test, and the equivalent weight of the TNT charge is 0.035 kg. The distance measured from the underside of the charge to the bottom of the prefabricated borehole is 70 mm. The material properties of the concrete in the experiment test are as follows: compressive strength is 21.0 MPa, shear modulus is 13.0 GPa, density is 2450 kg/m 3 . Other common parameters for the RHT model are shown in Table 1 . Fig. 9 shows the numerical model of the concrete specimen subjected to an internal explosion. The internal explosion model is established based on the SPH method. RHT dynamic constitutive model is used to describe the behavior of the concrete material under blast loading. Although using smaller size particles for the concrete target will improve the accuracy of calculation, increasing the calculation cost enormously. The particle size of the concrete material is 15 mm, and the total number of the SPH particles is approximately 291000. The particle size of the charge is 5 mm, and the charge consists of 192 SPH particles. Fig. 10 shows the failure patterns of the concrete cube subjected to internal explosion. From the experimental results, it can be found that the concrete cube is broken into several pieces under blast loading. Because the explosives are not placed at the center of the specimen, the damage degree of the top side closer to the explosives is a little more serious than that far away from the charge. In the numerical simulation, the processes of damage evolution are well captured, and the results of the experimental test are also reasonably reproduced. 
Penetration processes
Dams are crucial lifeline engineering which contribute to the development of civilization for a long time. It is undoubted that the high dams will be the targets of the EPWs due to their significant economic and political benefits. In this paper, an upper part of concrete gravity dam, namely dam head (as shown in Fig. 11(a) ), is selected as a mass concrete target. The damage characteristics of the mass concrete target with normal strength under the combined action of the penetration and explosion are investigated. Due to the complexity of the damage prediction, the upstream reservoir is not considered, and a simplified 1/4 model of the dam head is employed, as shown in Fig. 11(a-b) . The dimensions of the 1/4 target are 7.5 m×7.5 m×15.0 m. Normal constraints are applied at the bottom of the target, the symmetric boundaries are applied on the symmetric planes, and other boundary surfaces are all treated as free surfaces, as shown in Fig. 11(b) . The projectile has an ogive nose of caliber-radius-head (CRH) 3.0, density 7830 kg/m 3 , mass 2130 kg, length 3.2 m, diameter 0.37 m. The velocity of the projectile vertically striking the concrete target is 600 m/s. The concrete target is simulated by SPH particles. Fig. 11(c) shows the finite element mesh of the earth-penetrating penetrator and impact regions of the concrete target. Employing appropriate particle size is critical to obtain reliable simulation results. In this analysis, the size of SPH particles for the mass concrete target has been optimized to improve the calculation efficiency. Besides, considering the size of the mass target is 10-15 times as much as that of targets in the validation experiments. Finally, particle size of the mass target is set to 150 mm, and the total number of the SPH particles is 250000. The compressive strength and shear modulus of the concrete gravity dam (normal strength) are 35 MPa and 16.7 GPa, respectively. Other common parameters for the RHT model are shown in Table 1 .
Previous studies show that when the velocity of the projectile impacting concrete target is less than 800 m/s, the projectile can be treated as a rigid body [38] . Hence, the earth-penetrating penetrator modeled by the Lagrange grids is taken as being rigid. Both the deformation and mass loss of the penetrator are ignored. Fig. 12 shows the damage processes of the mass concrete target with normal strength subjected to the high-velocity penetrator at a speed of 600 m/s. During the high-velocity penetrating, the radial and tangential stress around the warhead are very larger than the dynamic tensile and compressive strength of concrete material. At = 1 ms, the warhead and the concrete target have contacted with each other. The concrete material around the warhead is squeezed highly, thus leading to a local damage zone. With the intrusion of the projectile, the damage region of the concrete target is gradually expanding. The damage profile of the normal strength concrete target remains stable after 23 ms. 
Combined effects of penetration and explosion
When the velocity of the projectile is reduced to 0 (the penetration depth of the projectile is 6.5 m), partial projectile will be transformed into TNT charge, and the remainder projectile will be deleted. The internal explosion model with considering the initial penetration damage is shown in Fig. 15 . Only 1/4 model is employed for the calculation, the same as that in chapter 5.1. The TNT equivalent of the charge is 306 kg (referred to the charge weight of GBU-37). The boundary conditions are same as that described in chapter 5.1. The TNT explosives are filled with SPH particles, and the particle size is 50 mm. The initiation point is arranged in the warhead. Fig. 16 shows the damage processes of the concrete target (normal strength) under internal blast loading. It can be found that the mass concrete target with normal strength is destroyed severely when subjected to the combined action of the penetration and explosion. When the high-velocity earth penetrator penetrates into the mass target, the concrete material around the trajectory is damaged. After the initiation of the TNT charge, the concrete medium around the charge is in a state of intense compression, causing the damaged area expanded (Fig. 16(a) ). Meanwhile, the detonation products with high-temperature and high-pressure overflow along the trajectory, resulting in the damaged area along the channel increased. At = 3 ms (Fig. 16(b) ), the incident shock wave interacts with the free surface, and the compression shock wave reflecting from the free surfaces results in a tensile wave. Because of the lower tensile strength of the concrete material than its compressive strength, the reflected tensile wave easily exceeds the dynamic tensile strength. Consequently, tensile damage occurs on the free surfaces. More cracks generate in the mass target, and the broken area gradually increases (Figs. 16(c-d) ). The damage evolution of the normal strength concrete target remains stable after 60 ms. Many concrete particles are thrown out from the crater (Fig. 16(e) ). 
Performance of high strength mass concrete target to penetration and explosion
In order to improve the resistance to the penetration and explosion for the mass concrete target, a high strength concrete material is employed. The compressive strength of the high performance concrete material is 140 MPa. The damage characteristics of the high strength mass concrete target under the combined effects of penetration and explosion are discussed in this section.
Penetration characteristics of high strength mass concrete target
Except the strength of the concrete material, other conditions, such as the numerical model, boundary conditions, and initial penetration velocity of projectile, are the same as those in chapter 5.1. Fig. 17 shows the velocity and displacement time histories of the projectile. The final penetration damage of the high strength performance concrete target is given in Fig. 18 . Numerical results show that the strength of the concrete material has important influence on the penetration depth and damage patterns of the target. The resistance of the high strength concrete target to the high-velocity projectile is much stronger than that with normal strength. The depth of penetration, crater size on the top-face, and average diameter of the crushed zone, from the simulation results are shown in Table 2 . It can be observed that the penetration depth of the high-velocity projectile is significantly reduced when employing the high strength concrete material. The average diameters of the top-face crater and crushed zone all decrease approximatively by 17 % when employing the high strength concrete. 
Damage characteristics of high strength mass concrete target to internal explosion
Damage progresses of the high strength mass concrete target subjected to internal explosion with considering the initial penetration damage are shown in Fig. 19 . It can be found that the failure processes of the mass target with high strength concrete (Fig. 19) are evidently different from that with normal strength (Fig. 16) . The penetration depth of the projectile and the strength of the concrete material are two primary factors which have significant influence on the damage characteristics of the target subjected to internal explosion loading. a) = 0.5 ms b) = 3 ms c) = 5 ms d) = 10 ms e) = 60 ms Fig. 19 . Damage processes of the high strength concrete target to internal explosion with considering the initial penetration damage By comparing Fig. 16 (normal strength) and Fig. 19 (high strength), it can be noted that the damaged area of the target with high strength concrete is smaller in comparison to that with normal strength concrete. This is because that the penetration depth is significantly reduced when employing the high strength concrete. The blasting energy can be dissipated quickly. In addition, the resistance of the high strength target to explosion loading is stronger than that of the normal concrete target. It can be concluded that the high strength concrete material can significantly improve the resistance of the mass target to the penetration and explosion loading. The attack of the EPW will result in the complete collapse of the normal concrete target, but only cause local damage to the high strength target.
Influence of initial penetration damage
Internal explosion models with and without initial penetration damage
In order to investigate the effects of the initial penetration damage on the failure mechanism of the mass concrete target, three internal explosion models with and without considering the initial penetration damage are established, as shown in Fig. 20 . The basic features of the three simulation cases are summarized as follows. Case A ( Fig. 20(a) ): the initial penetration damage is considered by employing a fully coupled penetration-explosion model. It should be noted that the internal explosion model with considering the initial penetration damage is the same as that in Fig. 15 .
Case B (Fig. 20(b) ): the charge is placed at the bottom of prefabricated borehole without blocking. The diameter of the prefabricated borehole is 0.37 m, which is the diameter of the projectile. The lengths of the borehole are 6.5 m for the normal strength target, and 4.5 m for the high strength target, which are the same as the penetration depths of the projectile.
Case C (Fig. 20(c) ): It is assumed that the explosives are buried in the mass concrete target. The position and weight of the charge, initiation methods, initiation point, particle size, and boundary conditions of the above three cases are the same. Fig. 21 shows the damage propagation processes of the normal strength concrete target, in which the explosives are placed at the bottom of the prefabricated borehole (Case B). It can be found that damage evolution processes from Case B (Fig. 21 ) are similar to that from the reference Case A (Fig. 16) . However, the final failure patterns from Case A and Case B are significantly different. This is because that the initial penetration damage will influence the dynamic interaction between detonation products and surrounding medium. In Case A, the concrete material around the trajectory has been damaged, and the initial trajectory further develops under the internal blast loading. More energy escapes from the trajectory in Case A than that from the prefabricated borehole (Case B). The destroyed particles are thrown out at high speed around the trajectory, which will also bring further threat to personnel and instruments. In Case B, some particles are also thrown out from the prefabricated borehole. But both the volume and velocity of the ejected particles are smaller than those in Case A. Fig . 22 shows the damage propagation processes of the normal strength mass concrete target, in which the explosives are buried in the target (Case C). Unlike Case A and Case B, there is no channel for explosive products with high-temperature and high-pressure to escape in Case C. After the explosives detonation, the shock-wave and explosive products directly act on the surrounding concrete medium. Concrete material is crushed under the strong compression. More serious damage occurs on the concrete target in Case C. Fig. 23 shows the final failure patterns of the normal concrete target subjected to different internal explosion conditions. It can be found that the initial penetration damage has significant influence on the damage characteristics of the mass concrete target subjected to internal blast loading. The damage region on the flank and bottom surfaces from Case C is the largest in the three cases. This is because that more blast energy is used to break the concrete material in Case C, and a bulge on the top surface can be obviously observed. A target point is installed on the symmetry axis of the model, and the distance between the point to the bottom surface is 5.0 m, as shown in Fig. 11(b) . Fig. 24 shows the Z-velocity time histories at the target point. It can be found that the velocity time histories in the above three cases are very similar. Due to the dissipation of the blast energy, the peak velocity of the target point in Case A is the minimum. The peak velocities induced by the internal blast loading in Cases A, B and C are 2.04, 2.62 and 2.84 m/s, respectively. However, because the depth of the trajectory is relatively large, the blast energy in Cases A and B cannot escape timely. Hence, the difference of the vibration velocity time histories between the above three cases is not evident. 
Damage characteristics of normal mass concrete target
Damage characteristics of high strength concrete target
Fig . 25 shows the final damage patterns of the high strength concrete target with and without initial penetration damage under internal blast loading. In Case A, most of the blast energy escapes from the trajectory quickly, and many particles around the crater are thrown out at a high speed (Fig. 25(a) ). The failure pattern of the target from Case B is similar with that from Case A. However, both the dissipation of blast energy and the volume of thrown particles from Case B are smaller than that from Case A, as shown in Fig. 25(b) . Although there is no channel for the blast energy to escape at the beginning in Case C, the explosive products can also escape into the air, and concrete particles will be thrown out (Fig. 25(c) ). This is because that the explosives are placed near the top surface of the target. The upper part of the target can be easily damaged and thrown out under internal blast loadings. Guangdong Yang designed the study, performed the research, analysed data, and wrote the initial draft of the paper. Gaohui Wang conceived of the study, designed the study and collected the data. Wenbo Lu developed the idea for the study and provided the experiment data. Peng Yan and Ming Chen contributed to the revisions and interpreted the results.
Conclusions
This paper is aimed to investigate the damage processes and failure modes of a mass concrete target under the combined action of the EPW penetration and explosion. The validity of the penetration and explosion models is calibrated against the experimental tests. In order to improve the penetration and explosion resistance of the mass target, high strength concrete material is selected as a preventive measure. The penetration processes and damage patterns of the mass target with normal and high strength concrete materials are compared. Besides, the influence of the initial penetration damage on the failure characteristics of the target subjected to internal explosion is investigated by establishing three internal explosion models. The following conclusions can be drawn based on the analysis results:
1) The present SPH-Lagrange coupling model can give a reliable prediction of the damage characteristics of concrete structures under high-velocity projectile, and the SPH method can simulate reasonably failure characteristics of concrete material when subjected to blast loading.
2) The penetration of the high-velocity EPW only causes local damage to the mass concrete structure. However, the subsequent internal explosion can cause serious damage to the target.
3) The resistance of the mass concrete target to the combined action of penetration and explosion can be enhanced significantly by using the high strength concrete material. The attack of the EPW will result in the complete collapse of the normal concrete target, but only cause local damage to the high strength target.
4) The initial penetration damage has a significant influence on the damage processes of the mass concrete target. The initial trajectory induced by the penetration will further develop under the blast loading, and more energy escapes from the trajectory. Hence, initial penetration damage should be taken into account to obtain more realistic results.
The combined effects of penetration and explosion on damage characteristics of structures depend on a number of different factors including the structural model, damage measure, boundary condition, projectile velocity, charge weight of EPW. Further investigations should be carried out to obtain more quantitative and qualitative conclusions.
